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 Our service is free and we do not intend to collect any information from user.Q: Node.js restify - content-length equals 0 when using chunked transfer-encoding I am building an HTTP API with restify. I've tried to send a file with chunked transfer encoding, with the Content-Length value set to 0, but the web server doesn't seem to be able to recognize that. The payload looks like this: {"content-
type":"application/octet-stream","transfer-encoding":"chunked","chunk-size":5,"chunk-number":1,"filename":"doc1.pdf"} After getting the request in the server, the client receives a GET request with a Content-Length set to 0, with the value of the Content-Type being the type of the first chunk (application/octet-stream), and it has the size of the file in the body (in this case, 5 bytes). After I split the
file on my client side using nchunk, I get the file and the Content-Length is still 0. The size of the file is the size of the first chunk (5 bytes). Why is the Content-Length not set correctly? A: The reason it's not working is because restify doesn't actually verify the content-length is correct (AFAIK), and defaults to using the full size of the file when you use chunking. For your specific use-case, it should
be easy enough to just calculate the length of the first chunk, get the file size, and send that through. Q: Cancel observable subscription in Angular 4 In my Angular 4 code I have a table of rows and on click of any row, I am refreshing a certain component. My problem is that I am refreshing a component and so the data in the table is lost. But I need to retain the data in the table. My question is how do

I retain the data in the table and cancel the subscription and how do I refresh the table. I tried the code below but it did not work. this.subscription = this.service.getCharts().subscribe((res) => { console.log(res); if (res && res.length > 0) { 82157476af
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